**Process Skills**

*At the Science Center* by Brenda Parkes, Discovery Links®, Newbridge (early)

*Living or Nonliving* by C. E. Bear, Harcourt (Level 1)

*What Do Scientists Do?* Discovery Links®, Newbridge (early)

**Rocks and Soil**

*All Kinds of Rocks* by Judy Nayer, McGraw-Hill (K)

*Caves* by Tim Ross, Wright Group (Green/early fluency) *

*Fossils* by Kate McGough, National Geographic Windows on Literacy*

*Gifts from the Earth* by Susan Ring, Discovery Links®, Newbridge (early)*

*How a Volcano Is Formed* by Sandra Iversen, Wright Group (Green)

*Investigating Rocks* by Natalie Lunis & Nancy White, Newbridge*

*Learning about Sand* by William K. Gibbons, Rosen (early emergent)*

*Lost Cities* by Murray Pile, Wright Group (Green)

*Pebbles* by Christina Wilsdon, Outside the Box (emergent)

*Remarkable Rocks* by Ron Cole, Newbridge, Ranger Rick Spectacular (fluent)*

*Rocks* by Brenda Parkes, Discovery Links®, Newbridge (early)*

*Rocks* by Michael Medearis, Harcourt (Level 1)*

**Rules**

*Class Rules* by Jacob Fink, National Geographic Windows on Literacy (early)*

*Don’t Talk to Strangers* by Nicholas Wrazen, Rosen (upper emergent)*

*Kids for the Earth* by Melvin Berger, Newbridge*

*Making Choices* by Cynthia Martin, Newbridge (fluential)*

*Rules* by Brenda Parkes, Newbridge (emergent)*

*Taking Care of Our World* by Thelma Rea, Rosen (upper emergent)